Update 25.03.2020

Thought we’d share some of the many further measures to try our very best to stop the spread of COVID-19

1. We are now running with only a skeleton staff to protect our older and more vulnerable members of our team, but staying open to support and protect NHS and key worker vehicles
2. We’re still (and have been since this began) taking and monitoring the temperatures of all members of our team who are onsite twice daily
3. We’ve been making great use of our BIOZONE II machine. (pictured above)
   Normally used for disinfecting and removing odours from cars this has become an integral part of our processes. This machine uses Ozone which kills viruses and bacteria, then after 35 minutes naturally reverts back to oxygen keeping everyone a lot safer...

We're still here for you and doing our very best. Please stay safe and we're thinking about all of you...

The Fleetline Team